
Grade ONEderful Curriculum

This is your guide to helping your son/daughter make the most of first grade.
First grade is a wonderful year of exploration and learning. Our classroom will

be one where learning is exciting and creativity is welcomed. Please use this
guide to answer curriculum questions and find valuable resources for the year.
I know it can seem overwhelming and I will ALWAYS keep you informed about

what is going on here at school and what you can do at home to help.:)

E.L.A (English, Language, Arts)/Reading

First grade is an important year in the area of ELA. Students will continue to
learn and add new sight words to the bank they started in Kindergarten. We
will learn to read with fluency and use comprehension skills. Students will take
a weekly spelling quiz  and a reading test. My overarching goal for the year is
to help students not only become better decoders who read fluently but also
detectives reading for meaning and understanding.

To keep up with our reading lessons, students should be reading daily for at
least 15 minutes. It is important that they are getting daily reading practice
both at school and at home. I will provide you with a list of questions and
activities you can do before, during and after reading to help your little one
comprehend what they are reading.

Journeys Reading
Our current reading program is Journeys (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt).

There are two parts of our new daily ELA. One part is whole group
instruction. This instruction time also includes our writing and Effective
Communicator learning.

Whole Group ELA Instruction:The reading is grouped into five day lessons
that make a reading unit. These lessons include phonemic awareness,
comprehension skills, spelling words, sight words and writing skills. The lessons



center on one theme. This theme is the unit. We have 6 units in first grade. At
the end of each week students will take a weekly test. At the end of every unit
they will complete either a unit test or benchmark assessment.  I have outlined
each unit and components of the lessons below.

Unit 1- Around the Neighborhood
Unit 2- Sharing Time
Unit 3-Nature Near and Far
Unit 4-Exploring Together
Unit 5-Watch Us Grow
Unit 6-Three Cheers For Us!

Workbooks: First grade begins workbook pages. With each lesson students
will complete daily workbook pages whole class, independently, or with a
buddy. The pages completed for the week will typically go home each Friday
(depending on the amount of pages). These pages are your guide to the skills we
are doing in our classroom during our ELA time. Please take time to review
these with your little one. I will circle independent work that students get
wrong for them to correct in our classroom. These answers are a great place to
review. Most of the time, the skills on the workbook pages are the same skills
that pop up on the end of unit test.

Decodable Books: With each unit we have daily decodables. These decodables
review the sight words (words to know) and spelling words for the week.
These books will be kept at school for independent reading. Every two weeks I
will send home all of the decodables and any books in your little one’s book
box.

Book Box: Students will have a box filled with books on their independent
reading level. Although we will add new books daily, I will add specific books
once every two weeks. As I add new books I will send home the old ones for
you to keep. These books are a GREAT resource to keep up on the
improvements we will make in our reading throughout the year.

Anthologies:An anthology is a collection of stories. These stories will center
on the unit theme. If a student is struggling with these stories I will send home
a copy of the stories. Otherwise, they will remain at school. If you’d like a



home copy please let me know so I can send it home at the beginning of the
unit.:)

Weekly ELA test: Once our class completes a 5 day lesson we will complete a
weekly test. The test consists of vocabulary, comprehension,phonics, and a
short constructed response. The first unit test and all of the weekly test that
go with it will be modeled. It will be during this modeling that students will
learn test taking strategies and procedures. It’s important to me that students
aren’t sitting for test for long periods of time. For that reason I will split up
the weekly test throughout the week. Students may take the phonemic
awareness portion on Thursday and the vocabulary part on Friday morning.
This worked really well last year and you’ll see what I mean as we go!

Unit Test:At the end of units 2, 4, and 6 students take a unit test. These test
are cumulative and focus on the skills taught in the unit. Every test will go
home for you to see and correct with your little one.

Benchmark assessments: At the end of units 1, 3, and 5 students will
complete a benchmark assessment. This assessment will skills that students
have learned in each unit up to that point. The first test (unti 1) will be
modeled. These test will also go home for you to see, correct and return to
school.

Effective Communicator: Students will learn effective communicator skills
during our whole group ELA writing time. With each unit students will also
complete one effective communicator skill.
Unit 1-Informative Writing (no formal assessment)
Unit 2- Informative Writing
Unit 3 Informative Writing
Unit 4- Narrative Writing
Unit 5-Narrative Writing
Unit 6- Opinion Writing

We will do practices or each of these assessments.



Words to know (sight words): Within each lesson students will work with
previously learned words to know (high frequency words). They will also
receive new ones at the start of the 5 day lessons. There will be 6-10 words a
week. These words are found in the decodables that go with each unit and are
found on the unit tests. We will spend a lot of time practicing these words in
our ELA lessons, centers and classroom work time.

Spelling Words:Part of our daily ELA whole group learning includes
spelling.At the beginning of a 5 day lesson students will recieve 6-10 spelling
words. These words will be used in our lessons. We will get a lot of practice
with these words! Some of the lessons are very easy for students. I will give
the little ones a quick pre-test on Monday and if students do well we won’t
retest on Friday! I’ve provided a list of the spelling words for the year. It’s
important that students practice spelling these words at home.

MUGS (Mechanics Usage Grammar): Students will complete MUGS as part of
their whole group journey’s instruction. We will spend time learning about
capitals, ending marks and grammar. The MUGS report card scores will be the
score received beginning in unit 4 as the Writing: Revising and Editing part of
the test.

Handwriting: We will follow the sequence Journey’s uses to teaches letters but
will use some of the methods taught in the Handwriting without Tears program.
Although we review some of the skills learned in Kindergarten there is also a
focus on sentence writing and punctuation. Our handwriting book will remain
here at school but I will make sure to send home some handwriting samples so
that you can see how your little one is doing. Handwriting is one of those areas
that I am very strict on right at the start of the year. It’s important that
students develop the skills and stamina to write legibly and first grade is the
year to do it!

Small Group Instruction: Students will be put into small, ability based groups
for weekly small group reading instruction. Each group will have stories that
go along with the Journey’s theme but will be catered to the reading needs of
the students in the group. The group members will change as students are
informally assessed daily. During this time the rest of the class will be working
on centers independently.



Math

Our current math serious is Envisons (Pearson). The Envisons program has 16
topics (units). Each topic focuses on specific math skills and ends with a topic
test. At the end of 4 topics students complete a quarterly assessment based on
the learning in the units.

Topic 1- Understanding addition
Topic 2-Understanding Subtraction
Topic 3- Five and Ten relationships
Topic 4- Addition and Subtraction facts to 12
Quarterly 1-4
Topic 5- Addition Facts to 20
Topic 6- Subtraction Facts to 20
Topic 7- Counting and Number patterns to 120
Topic 8- Tens and Ones
Quarterly 5-8
Topic 9- Comparing and Odering numbers to 100
Topic 10- Adding with Tens and Ones
Topic 11- Subtracting with Tens and Ones
Topic 12-Length
Quarterly 9-12
Topic 13-Time
Topic 14-Using Data to Answer Questions
Topic 15-Geometry
Topic 16- Fractions and Shapes
End of the year Test Topics 1-16

Math Facts: In first grade we also begin a strong focus on timed math facts.
It’s important for first graders to know both their addition and subtraction
facts to 10.Students should be able to complete 20 mixed facts in one minute.
To help us practice that we will complete daily math fact practices called
Sprints. Sprints are a fun way to practice doing math facts in one minute.
Becoming familiar with being timed is just as important as knowing the facts
when beginning math fact practices! As you see the Sprints come home you’ll



notice they are double sided and each have a number at the top written by
your little one. Their goal during a Sprint is to beat the amount of problems
they got right on the front. I will send home some practices for you to use at
home but make sure to stick to the one minute time limit!:) Beginning in the 3rd
quarter students will receive a report card score for these quizzes.

Guided Math: This year we will try guided math groups! These are similar to
our reading groups. Students will be placed in flexible groups that will change
almost daily. During this time we will work on specific skills students are
struggling with and will hopefully help students from getting behind on new
learning! During these guided reading groups the rest of the class will complete
centers independently.

Science

The students will enjoy three Science units. Each of these units will have unit
assessments and will end with a unit test. To help students prepare for the unit
test we will work on a survival guide during the unit that will be sent home to
practice.

Unit 1- Magnets and Forces
Unit 2- Animals
Unit 3- Pebbles, Sand, & Silt

Social Studies

Although there are only two Social Studies units there are a number of Social
Studies Learning Lessons. These are informal units that are intertwined in our
daily learning.


